Post Breach Remediation
Kivu’s Post-Breach Remediation (PBR) service was designed in response to the urgent
need to counter business interruption caused by ransomware. Our technical experts
can deploy on-site within 24 hours, offering decryption, recovery and rebuild services
to organizations in need.
PBR also seamlessly complements Incident Response (IR) operations, regardless
of the provider. Together with our in-house incident response and digital forensic
services, PBR allows us to provide end-to-end cyber incident response solutions.

Why Post Breach Remediation?
PBR can significantly minimize losses resulting from business interruption caused by ransomware
and other cyber-attacks. Kivu’s PBR teams in North America and Europe provide unique expertise
and resources to organizations in crisis.
Regardless of whether Kivu responders lead the remediation effort or work as part of a larger team,
our dedicated PBR service will provide critical assistance to in-house IT departments, working side
by side in the following crucial areas:
Recovery or restoration of
business-critical operations
Rebuilding and reimaging data from
backups or from the ground up
Identification of initial infiltration,
as well as potential lateral
movement and data exfiltration
Interruption of malware spread
and ransomware encryption in
an ongoing attack

Preservation of forensic evidence
through coordination with remote
analysis teams

Detection and eradication of
ongoing network compromises
for improved security post-event

Crisis management, including triage
and task ownership allocation
among large teams of mixed
internal and third-party resources

Provision of real-time information
to client IT, C-Suite and counsel,
allowing them to respond
accurately and without delay to
partners, regulators and customers

Assistance on network defense
security implementations across
the network

Remediating Ransomware Attacks
Ransomware causes havoc throughout an organization’s network, and each variant leaves
its own unique trail of destruction behind. Kivu’s PBR team is uniquely experienced in
responding to this damage. We combine sound knowledge of IT systems and applications
with insight gathered from over 600 ransomware cases to provide a service that aims to
keep business interruption to a minimum.

Why Kivu?
From incident response to post-breach remediation and data protection,
Kivu is dedicated to offering best-in-class cyber security services to
organizations worldwide.
We are proud to offer:

FAST RESPONSE

TAILORED SERVICE

Practical logistics and quick
action mean we schedule scoping
calls within the first hour and can
deploy on-site within 24 hours

Kivu has one of the largest
dedicated in-house PBR teams in
the industry, with responders in
North America and Europe

EXPERIENCED RESPONDERS

RANSOMWARE EXPERTISE

Highly experienced and certified
analysts and project managers,
with backgrounds in the military,
police, tech multinationals and
government bodies

Proven, industry-leading
ransomware response with
strict adherence to ransom
payment regulations

About Kivu
Kivu is a leading global

DEDICATED INSURANCE PARTNER
Kivu is a long-time partner to
the insurance industry and found
on most cyber panels. We work
closely with claims adjusters and
breach coaches, which gives us
a deep understanding of
insurance pain points

cyber security firm that
offers a full suite of preand post-breach services,
specializing in the forensic
response to cyber-attacks
and ransomware incidents.
We deliver cutting edge
cyber security solutions to
organizations in need and
are a trusted cyber incident
partner to insurance
carriers and law firms
worldwide.
KIVUCONSULTING.COM

CONTACT US

Our purpose is to restore freedom of operation and to minimize business interruption,
getting organizations back online quickly and securely. Talk to us to learn more.
info@kivuconsulting.com

